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"Fortress France": Protecting the Nation
and Its Bodies, 1918-19401

Roxanne Panchasi

Introduction

In 1928, Lucien Febvre, one of the founders of the "Annales School"

of history, published a brief essay entitled "Frontiere, le mot et la notion"
(" Frontiere : the word and the concept") in the Revue de synthese historique.2

Febvre pointed out that the term frontiere had had different meanings in

French since the Middle Ages, including the architectural "fagade of a
building" and "the front line of an army."3 He traced shifts in the
definition of the physical frontiere of France, from a "bordering territory
1. I would like to thank Linda Mitchell and the anonymous readers at Historical
Reflections/Reflexion Historiques for their helpful suggestions and advice, as well as
Christopher Pollard for his editorial assistance with this piece. Portions of this article
appear in Future Tense: The Culture of Anticipation in France Between the World Wars (Ithaca,
forthcoming).

2. Lucien Febvre, "Frontiere: le mot et la notion/' Revue de synthese historique 45 (1928):
31-44 (reprinted in Lucien Febvre, Pour une histoire a part entiere [Paris, 1962], pp. 11-24). The

essay has been translated into English as "Frontiere: The Word and the Concept" in Peter
Burke, ed., A New Kind of History from the Writings of Lucien Febvre, trans. K. Folca (London,

1973), pp. 208-18. All citations are drawn from this translation. In 1929, Febvre became a cofounder (with historian Marc Bloch) of the journal Annales d'histoire economique et sociale,
now known as Annales. Histoire, Sciences Sociales.

3. Ibid., p. 208.
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in movement" to the idea of a fixed limit. Febvre noted that the

meanings of the words limites (limits) and frontieres (borders) "ten
increasingly to overlap" by the seventeenth century, becoming virt
interchangeable by the end of the nineteenth.4 In the final section o

analysis, Febvre identified three French definitions of th e frontiere cur

in 1928: a "strip of land of varying width on the extremities

country," a "demarcation line," and a "defensive barrier."5
Febvre' s historical investigation of the language of French terri

and its boundaries had implications beyond the etymological. Sin

least the seventeenth century, various French rulers claimed the "i
boundaries of France to have been set in place by natural phenom
the Rhine, the Alps, the Pyrenees, the Mediterranean, etc. This doc
of "natural frontiers" had served as the foundation of projects to u
France internally and to justify the territorial expansion of, first
royaume (kingdom), and then the French nation after 1789.6 Underli

the connections between changes in vocabulary and the militar

political objectives of Various incarnations of the French State Over
past several hundred years, Febvre argued that France's territorial li

could not be considered timeless or self-evident boundaries determined

by either nature or destiny. His analysis showed that the idea of the
frontiere, including what he referred to as the "mask" of the nation's
"natural frontiers," had undergone redefinition a number of times in the
past, with shifts in terminology accompanying changes in the aims and
interests of ruling authorities and their armies.7
While Febvre made no explicit reference to the specific politics of the
frontiere in the contemporary French context, the word and the concept
had certainly been on the minds of a number of other French observers
throughout the 1920s. After World War I, a devastating conflict in which

the most destructive battles had taken place on French soil, French
military strategists and political representatives expressed an urgent
need for a new approach to the security of the nation's borders and
4. Ibid., p. 210.
5. Ibid., p. 216.
6. See Peter Sahlins, "Natural Frontiers Revisited: France's Boundaries since the
Seventeenth Century/' American Historical Review 95 (1990): 1423-51. On the notion of a

natural French "hexagon/' see Nathaniel B. Smith, "The Idea of the French Hexagon,"
French Historical Studies 6, no. 2 (1969): 139-55, and Eugen Weber, "L'Hexagone," in Les
Lieux de memoire II, ed. Pierre Nora, pp. 96-116.

7. Febvre, "Frontiere," pp. 214-16.
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territory. The war had reinvigorated long-standing anxieties and
inspired new fears regarding all three of the "current" definitions of
frontiere that Febvre outlined in 1928: the vulnerability of particular
" strip [s] of land of varying width" near the nation's borders, the possible
discontinuity and instability of different lines of "demarcation," and the

question of what type of "defensive barrier" might best protect the
nation against enemy attack and invasion.
Confirmation of fears that a new war was inevitable would come only
with the official French declaration of war against Germany in 1939. But

the "next war," an anticipated conflict imagined in terms even more
destructive than the "Great War," loomed in France, despite the allied
victory, despite ideas about a stable and everlasting peace.8 After 1918,

military and political leaders in France discussed a variety of possible
threats to national security, debating a range of strategies and defenses
in preparation for the "next war." In 1929, shortly after the publication of

Febvre's essay, the French government voted a sum of nearly three
billion francs to fund the construction of a massive system of fortification
intended to guard the border, a series of installations that would become

known as the "Maginot Line." Named after Minister of War Andre
Maginot and constructed in stages from 1930 to 1940, this defensive
barrier became a unique and powerful emblem of the French frontiere. A
project unprecedented in terms of its scale and expense, it embodied like
no other strategy of defense before or since, a desire to shield the nation
by sealing up its borders.9

Deeply invested in preventing any recurrence of the loss of life,
material destruction, and psychological trauma of World War I, the
French military in the interwar years was adamant about ensuring
national territorial integrity and guarding the "whole of France" from
the particularly terrifying and devastating impact of a war of invasion.

The trouble lay in exactly how to define and protect this national
"whole." Questions about the relationship between historic and
anticipated fronts of war - the so-called "natural frontiers" of France 8. See Omer Bartov, "Martyrs' Vengeance: Memory, Trauma and the Fear of War in
France, 1918-1940" in "The French Defeat of 1940: Reassessments/' Special issue of
Historical Reflections / Reflexions Historiques 22, no. 1 (Winter 1996): 47-76.

9. The line consisted of at least 22 gros ouvrages (major installations), 36 smaller ones,
348 casemates and blockhouses, 78 shelters and 14 watch stations. Comprised of steel and
concrete, the fortifications were meant to form a continuous line of fire between posts,
while protecting these stations from one another's assault. For details on the line's design,
including illustrations, see J. E. Kaufmann and H. W. Kaufmann, Fortress France: The
Maginot Line and French Defenses in World War II (Westport, CT, 2006).
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and the shifting political boundaries set by treaties and agreements in
peacetime challenged the notion that the nation's territorial limits could
be fixed at all, let alone secured in their entirety. An image of the nation
protected at the border and steeled against outside invasion- a fortress

surrounded by the "Great Wall" of the Maginot Line - did serve as a
partial antidote to fears about attack, invasion, and defeat in the "next

war." Despite its limitations and discontinuities, the Maginot Line
became "Fortress France" in the interwar years, a military and cultural
symbol of total national impregnability.
The idea of total protection at the nation's perimeter was troubled by
the instability of that perimeter and the discontinuity of the barriers
constructed on the political borders of the nation. Projections of the "next
war" that emphasized the aerial menace also challenged the fantasy of
the nation as fortress, offering radically different images of the "whole of
France." This was a national territorial surface entirely vulnerable, its
traditional military and political borders virtually meaningless in the
event of a war waged in and from the sky. The gas mask, a defensive
accessory that had been a new feature of the war of 1914-1918, became

the fetishized trace of the "next war," a conflict whose possibilities
rendered impossible any strictly territorial definition of the space of the
nation in wartime. Finally, the imperative to protect the "whole" national

body intersected with military and pronatalist anxieties about the
physical and numerical weaknesses of the nation's bodies in the wake of

World War I.

The history of the Maginot Line has been written in many
publications. Scholars such as Roger Bruge, Judith M. Hughes, Barry
Posen, Robert Doughty, and Elizabeth Kier have examined in detail the
complexities of French military planning in the interwar years, including
the proposal and pursuit of various approaches to national defense.10 In
different ways, their analyses have contributed to our understanding of

the impact the experience of World War I had on French ideas about
territorial security and military engagement after 1918. These authors

have shed considerable light on the logics of French strategy in this
period, charting and situating key military decisions within the contexts
of domestic politics, economic constraints, the problem of population,
10. See Roger Bruge, Faites sauter la ligne Maginot (Paris, 1973); Judith Hughes, To the
Maginot Line: The Politics of French Military Preparation in the 1920s (Cambridge, MA, 1971);
Robert Doughty, The Seeds of Disaster: The Development of French Army Doctrine, 1919-1939

(New York, 1985); Barry Posen, Sources of Military Doctrine: France Britain and Germany
Between the World Wars (Cornell, 1986); and Elizabeth Kier, Imagining War: French and British
Military Doctrine Between the Wars (Princeton, 1999).
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and the relationship between France and its allies in the aftermath of
World War I. Posen and Kier in particular have also considered French
military doctrine in a comparative frame. In different ways, all of these

studies have also confronted the crucial question of how and why the
French defeat of 1940 happened as it did.
Building upon the insights of these histories, this essay revisits the
archive of French national territorial security and defense in the interwar

years. While the origins and consequences of French military and
government decision-making after 1918 are matters of critical historical
importance, my emphasis, like Febvre's, is on words and concepts, rather
than the evaluation of military strategy and tactics. In La Nation (The
Nation ), the second part of the monumental edited collection Les Lieux de
memoire (Realms of Memory), Pierre Nora asserts that the idea of France as

a "nation-territory" has transcended differences between and within
regimes, relying on the memory (and forgetting) of a complex past. Nora
claims that territory has been particularly essential in the French context

given that "of all the old nation-states of Europe [France] has had the
greatest number of kilometers to defend."11 At the same time, Nora's
understanding of the significance of territory as a lieu (site) of national
memory goes beyond that of a physical space that can be measured or
demarcated. A number of Nora's collaborators in Les Lieux de memoire

show in different ways that the history of France as a "nation-territory"

is also the history of a cultural imaginary, a field of changing

representations, as well as a set of concrete shifts in the shape and
dimensions of a geographic area.
In the analysis that follows, I examine the reports and transcripts of
meetings of the French Superior War Council (CSG) and its committees
on territorial defense throughout the 1920s. Considering the echoes of
this series of postwar military debates in the deliberations of the French

political representatives who voted to fund the construction of the
Maginot Line in 1929, I also explore a range of images of territorial
defense and civilian vulnerability in published monographs, pronatalist
propaganda, and the popular press from the end of World War I to the

early months of World War II. Analyzing the vocabulary and images
used across the military, political, and cultural imaginaries of the "next
war" in France after 1918, this essay argues that the interwar period was

a unique moment in terms of the representation of the space of the
nation. During these years, the idea of France as a "nation- territory" was,

to use Nora's terminology, a lieu (site) of both cultural memory and
11. Nora, ed. Les Lieux de memoire II, p. 9.
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anticipation. The combined forces of the military and civilian experiences

and expectations of the nation at war provoked a profound and

unprecedented interrogation of the stability of the frontiere as a locus of
French national self-definition.

Total Impregnability
Soon after the armistice of 1918, French military strategists began to

entertain the idea of turning the entire country into a fortress. The
devastation of many cities and towns in the northern part of France
during World War I created a new kind of commitment to ensuring that
the "next war" would not be fought on French soil. In the interwar years,

the absolute preservation of territorial integrity became the primary
focus of French national defense planning. "Total" war had challenged
ideas about the division between homefront and battlefront, military and
civilian.12 The conflict also had a crucial impact on notions of national
territory and space. After 1918, it seemed that the security of any part of

French territory could represent the potential security of the whole
nation from the perspective of military planners.

The idea of protecting the "whole of France" was by no means
entirely new. It depended on the centuries-old idea of "natural frontiers"

that Lucien Febvre criticized in 1928. The claim to a national whole with

natural boundaries was also linked to the representation of the nation in
corporeal terms, a habit with a long history in France. According to Sara
E. Melzer and Kathryn Norberg, "[fjew states were as body centered as

seventeenth- and eighteenth century France" and "political discourse
abounded in body metaphors."13 In the Ancien Regime, the sovereign's

was a body whose power and authority over the realm derived from
God, a symbolic body that could represent the kingdom as a whole.

Scholars such as Ernst Kantorowicz and Antoine de Baecque have

explored the significance of the king's "two bodies," one natural and the

other sacred, a political and religious figure essential to French royal

12. There is a vast literature on this. For a compelling recent analysis, see Susan
Grayzel, "Civilians Under Fire in First World War France/' The Journal of Modern History 78

(2006): 588-622.

13. Sara E. Melzer and Kathryn Norberg, From the Royal to the Republican Body:
Incorporating Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century France (Berkeley, 1998), p. 1.
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authority for centuries.14 Examining the ways that "the history of the
body, the history of the modern state, and the history of the political

culture of the middle class" were "closely interwoven," historian

Dorinda Outram has also pointed out that the representation and control
of bodies at once gendered and classed was crucial to the "modernity"
that emerged in and through the French Revolution of 1789.15 Finally, as
Robert Nye has shown, organic and medical metaphors were a powerful
way of representing the nation and its territory as a body that could be
thriving or diseased in nineteenth-century France.16
In the last third of the nineteenth century, the intersection of French
ideas about the state, the territorial boundaries of the nation, and the
body entered a particularly traumatic phase. After a humiliating defeat
in the Franco-Prussian War in 1870, France lost the northeastern
departments of Alsace and Lorraine, border regions that became part of
a newly united Germany. According to Eugen Weber, the annexation of

these lands by Germany had, from the French perspective at least,
"deformed the outline" of the nation.17 As Jean-Marie Mayeur has
argued, this loss opened a new chapter in the representation of the
French national body: "The drama of defeat and of territorial amputation

resulted in the reaffirmation of French nationalism."18 This dismembered

region would continue to haunt the nation like a territorial "phantom
limb," feeding anxieties about enemies external and internal, military
and industrial weakness, and national degeneration. According to
Mayeur, "Alsace became the heart of France" and the recovery of the
ceded region signified metonymically the recovery of the entire French
national body for more than four decades after 1870.19

Territorial integrity and fears about the violation of French soil
remained sore points until the outbreak of hostilities again in 1914.
14. See Ernst Kantorowicz, The King's Two Bodies: A Study of Medieval Political Theology
(Princeton, 19 57) and Antoine de Baecque, he Corps de Vhistoire: Metaphores et politique, 17701800 (Paris, 1993).
15. Dorinda Outram, The Body and the French Revolution: Sex, Class, and Political Culture

(New Haven, 1989), p. 153.
16. See Robert Nye, Crime, Madness and Politics in Modern France: The Medical Concept of
National Decline (Princeton, 1984).
17. Weber in Nora ed., Les Lietix de memoire II, p. 110.

18. Jean-Marie Mayeur, "Une memoire fronti&re: 1' Alsace," in Nora, ed. Les Lieux de
memoire II, p. 86.
19. Ibid.
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Throughout this late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century "inter war"
period, French national defense efforts included the construction of a line

of fortifications in the northeast to protect the nation's remaining
territory against any further German aggression or invasion. General
Sere de Rivieres, who proposed this set of defensive structures in 1874,
intended them to guard the new territorial limits of France (limits that no
longer included Alsace and Lorraine) and to match German fortifications
at the time.20

After 1918, this eastern part of France played a particularly important

role in discussions regarding the defense of a national territorial
"whole." France had regained Alsace and Lorraine and these regions, not
enclosed within the nineteenth-century system of fortification noted

above, required new forms of protection against outside attack. The
national body had been restored with the 1919 Treaty of Versailles and a

new obsession with protecting "the whole of France" identified the
security of the entire nation with the absolute integrity of every inch of
French territory. As historian Robert Doughty has pointed out, "[t]he
desire to prevent the Germans from seizing any part of France exerted a
strong emotional influence over the military" throughout the interwar
period.21

Beginning in 1919, French strategists began to discuss the necessity
and nature of forms of fortification that might function as barriers to a

future German invasion. From 1922 to 1927, the military conducted a
number of studies of defense, striking a series of expert committees to
deal with the problem of securing the nation's borders. Early on in these
strategic conversations, Marshal Philippe Petain, the head of the armed
forces and the "hero of Verdun," was adamant about the "necessity of
preventing national territory from becoming the theater of operations" in

the future.22 Through the 1920s, Petain was a key exponent of the
imperative to protect French soil from any future invasion or conflict. He
argued that this objective, the foundation of military defense planning,

had always been a matter of primary importance, "undertaken or
studied in those moments when we [have] realized, through recent

20. Roger Bruge's Faites sauter la ligne Maginot (Paris, 1973) provides a useful history of

these fortifications; See also Michel Truttmann and Alain Hohnadel, La Ligne Maginot
(Paris, 1989).
21. Doughty, p. 44.
22. Philippe Petain, "Projet de note sur l'organisation defensive du territoire," CSG (13
February 1922), SHAT IN/25/4/1, pp. 1-2.
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experiences, the danger of supporting war on our own soil."23 If wars in
the past had prompted discussion of defense, the war of 1914-1918 had
created a whole new set of security imperatives.

In a subsequent report, Petain's colleague, General Debeney would
agree, arguing:

The last war showed the importance of territory itself in an
advanced, civilized nation: industrial sites, agricultural resources,
the riches of the soil . . . their destruction in battle, even victorious,

results in economic disaster, the consequences of which are felt
harshly for years afterwards.24

At one of the initial meetings of the Superior War Council (CSG) on
the issue, Marshal Ferdinand Foch also recognized that "the imperative
to assure the inviolability of national territory" had taken on a different

character following World War I. Foch pointed out that, while in th

past, "the defense of territory was assured by the maneuvers o

armies . . . [tjoday, we want to assure the inviolability of territory."25

Furthermore, in total war, mobilization was not simply a question o

calling troops to the fronts of war. The entire nation would henceforth

participate in the war effort, exposed potentially to the violence and

destruction previously reserved for the battlefield. According to Petain

this situation rendered the "inviolability of the sol national (nationa
soil) . . . one of the aims of war."26 Petain pointed out that war now
"demanded the mobilization of all of the resources of a country," an
therefore "the necessity to prevent the enemy access to territory [had
been] reaffirmed with a strength infinitely greater than in the past."27

In 1922, the military created the Committee of Territorial Defense
(CDT). At its first meeting, General Hergault, claimed: "the question is to
know if we will transform all of France into a fortress."28 The military
23. Ibid., SHAT IN/25/4/1, p. 1.

24. General Debeney, "Projet d'instruction sur 1'organisation defensive des frontiers/7
(1 March 1922), SHAT 1N/53/D2, sous-dossier 2, p. 6.

25. "Proc£s verbal de la stance du Conseil superieure de la guerre/' (22 May 1922),
SHAT 1N/27/D2.
26. Ibid.
27. Ibid.

28. " Proems verbal de la Premiere seance de la Commission char gee de Y etude de
1'organisation defensive du t£rritoire," (19 June 1922), SHAT C 1N/5/D2, p. 3.
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officers in attendance went over the history of fortification through the
ages, highlighting the ways that World War I had altered the landscape
of national defense. While he would not agree with all of Petain's views
on the issue of security in the interwar years, Marshal Joffre underlined

the idea that the recent war had changed the very definition of the
"fortified region," pointing out that "the fortified area in question is the
Nation , not only from the point of view of fortification, but from all

points of view." According to Joffre, while fortification had been
employed in the past, "first ... for the protection of cities particularly

important because of their activity or their geographic location," it
should now be used as a "system to cover border cities and borders
themselves." The new conception of security was one in which "the
entire country . . . becomes a fortress under siege."29
Driven by a desire to guarantee absolute territorial integrity, military
planners focused on the fortification of the border as a logical corollary
of their insistence on preventing another "Western Front" from scarring
French territory. As early as 1920, General Buat of the CSG, had stated
firmly: "the simple and precise idea of the inviolability of territory" was
"a timeless notion" dependent on "the integrity of the border."30 Buat

called for a "return to ... a system of a continuous surrounding wall,"
arguing that "[a] 11 of the territory should be covered by a system of
bastions."31 But while Buat characterized his prescription of fortification
as "a return," he also suggested that the fortification needed for the "next
war" would depart significantly from that of the nineteenth century. The
fortified system of Sere de Rivi&res "violated the prime directive of the
inviolability of territory because it accept[ed], a priori , that the enemy
surrounds an entire zone and that the battle, with all of its devastating
consequences, be waged on national soil."32 According to Buat, this flaw

had contributed to the devastation of 1914-1918. He argued that the
integrity of the border was "the beginning and the end of wisdom," and
underlined the importance of ensuring that the "doors of our national

29. "Ordre du jour of the Commission d'etudes de la defense du territoire/" (19 June
1922); SHAT C. 1N/50/D2, p. 2.

30. "Proc£s verbal de la stance du Conseil superieure de la guerre/' (17 May 1920),
SHAT 1N/27/D1.

31. "Procds verbal de la Premiere stance de la Commission charg£e de l'6tude de
Torganisation defensive du t6rritoire," (19 June 1922), SHAT C 1N/5/D2, p. 6.

32. General Buat, "Organisation defensive du territoire et defense rationale," Report
submitted to the Chef d'etat major de Varmee (1924), SHAT C IN/ 27/ 7/ #12, p. 14.
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territory ... be the first to be closed, that is to say, organized."33 The
centuries-old idea of "natural frontiers" was not necessarily helpful in
this regard, however. Buat was careful to note that, while "[i]n the most
distant ages in history, [territorial integrity] manifested itself in the
instinctive search for the natural border," this natural selection of the
border was not always possible. This is where the role of the army was
crucial, for "[w]hen nature was wanting, military art created artificial
borders destined to achieve the same security."34

Defending the nation by securing a set of "artificial" rather than
"natural" borders was also complicated, however. It was difficult to
define, let alone protect, "the whole of France." The nation's borders
were subject to change and not always the best points of departure or
lines of defense in times of war. Some military leaders identified France's
current (political) borders with the imagined front of a future war; others

rejected this equivalence, arguing that the border being "covered" was
not stable to begin with. In 1920, General Mangin had raised the issue of

the border's future instability at a meeting of the CSG. Wondering
whether it made sense to devote great amounts of time and money to
permanent fortification, Mangin asked: "Where will we build these
fortified regions? On the border. But which border? The one we will
have in fifteen years?"35 Mangin's questions suggested that the current
border of France, the security of which Petain and others equated with
national territorial integrity, could not be guaranteed because its location

could not be assured in the decades to come.

Marshal Foch posed the question in even more general terms: "What
will be the objective of the "next war?" What will the political situation
be at that moment? What is it today, May 17, 1920? Will Germany attack
us? If it attacks us, where should we defend ourselves?" Given the
number of unknowns involved, Foch resisted the idea that the defense of
France's current borders might guarantee the nation's future territorial
inviolability. It was imperative to "seek out the front of war where it is

and not where it is fixed in peace time by treaties." Foch warned the
other members of the CSG to "be wary of an abstract system which leads

33. Ibid.

34. Ibid., pp. 6-7.
35. "Proc&s verbal de la seance du CSG/' (17 May 1926), SHAT lN/23/4/#la, pp. 2-3.
The problem of the border's instability was raised repeatedly. It reappeared in the "Note au

sujet de l'organisation defensive du territoire" that was issued by Petain in May 1923;
SHAT C. 1N/51/D1, sous-dossier 2, pp. 3-5.
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us to the error of digging ourselves into the soil."36 The front of the

future would not be located on the current political border between
France and Germany, but a more strategic, military border and,
according to Foch, it was not reasonable to fortify behind the likely front

of a future war. "Today we must defend ourselves at the Rhine," he
insisted. "In fifteen years, if Germany crosses the Rhine, it will be in a

violation of the treaties and then we will have to run to the Rhine to

make our barrier."37 If the imperative of military defense was to prevent
the "next war" from taking place on French territory, then perhaps the
"notion of the defense of the border at the border" was, as General

Guillaumat had suggested earlier, "a monstrosity."38
At the moment in the 1920s when these officials disputed the frontiere,

French and Belgian troops occupied the Rhineland. That military
occupation further challenged the notion that territorial integrity could

be best guaranteed by securing a political border located behind the
current military border and a likely future front. Even beyond the terms
of an occupation that was to be temporary, it seemed, at least to some
military leaders, that the only effective way to protect the French border,
and "the whole of France" it circumscribed, was to maintain the front of
a future war well into enemy territory.

Despite the likelihood or advantage of the location of a future front
beyond the political border, however, it was not possible to develop a
defense strategy other than the fortification of that political boundary.
Planning for any other type of maneuver placed the French army on the
offensive, a position that was untenable under the terms of peacetime.
Having insisted that no future front could be permitted to reach within
France and caught in a defense strategy that did not allow for projection
of that front into German territory, the French military was forced to

walk a fine line. The political border of France with Germany

represented not just the demarcation of national territory, but a limit in
planning for the "next war."39
If defining the nation's borders proved challenging, there were other
problems with the idea of "Fortress France" as well. In a letter he wrote

to Marshal Petain in 1922, General Guillaumat questioned what he
36. "Proc£s verbal de la stance du CSG," (17 May 1926), p. 5.
37. Ibid.

38. "Proc£s verbal de la deuxi£me seance de la Commission charg£e de l'6tude de
Torganisation defensive du territoire," (19 June 1922), SHAT C. 1N/5/D2, p. 9.

39. On this point, see Hughes, pp. 58-60.
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perceived as a desire "to situate ourselves on a defensive terrain/' taking
particular exception to the image of a "Great Wall of France/'40 In 1920

Guillaumat had already warned his colleagues: "[W]e will let ourselve
be attacked by our adversary [if we] end up building a Great Wall o

China on our border."41 He later referred to this wall as "a dream,

financially speaking and perhaps dangerous from a military point of
view/'42 Guillaumat expressed his concern that the image of a "Great

Wall of France" would "more often than not be misunderstood and

misinterpreted, particularly in government circles when the question

fortifications is raised there, for budgetary and other reasons."4
continuous system of bastions was a chimera, neither financiall
possible, nor strategically necessary.

While Marshal Joffre had claimed, "what we are talking about

protecting all of France," he also warned that " [i]t would be defeatis
want to build a new Great Wall of China."44 By invoking the Great W
of China, an ancient, continuous barrier, Guillaumat, Joffre and oth

dismissed "Fortress France" as an outmoded fantasy rather than

appropriate or reasonable preparation for the future. Acknowledging
need to "choose the regions to organize and . . . not build everywhere

Joffre maintained "no one is asking that we build a continuo

fortification running the entire length of our borders. We must loo

those regions where we must help nature along."45 Here Joffre
referring, once again, to
forests (particularly the
border) that might slow
armies. Other colleagues

the "natural frontiers" of mountains, rivers,
Alps and the Ardennes forests along the Bel
down or even prevent the invasion of foreig
recognized a gap between the ideal of buildin

a "Great Wall" and the practical possibilities on the ground. Gene
Buat, for example, claimed, "the general notion ... of a wall ... i

40. General Guillaumat, "Lettre k Marshal Petain/' (29 March 1922), SHAT C-1N
Dl.

41. "Proc£s verbal de la stance du CSG," (17 May 1920), SHAT C 1N/50/D1, p. 3.

42. "Note au sujet des etudes sur 1' organisation defensive du territoire," (3 M
1922), SHAT C. 1N/25/D4, sous-dossier 1, p. 1.

43. General Guillaumat, "Lettre a Marechal Petain," (29 March 1922), SHAT C-1N
Dl.

44. "Proces verbal de la seance du Conseil superieure de la guerre/7 (22 May 1922
SHAT C. 1N/27/D2.

45. "Procds verbal de Premiere seance de la Commission char gee de l'6tude d
1' organisation defensive du territoire," (19 June 1922), SHAT C. 1N/50/D2, p. 6.
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ideal plan of which we will execute this or that part."46 Having asked if
all of France should be transformed into a fortress, General Hergault
acknowledged the existence of "a chasm between the conceptualization

and the realization/' insisting that "there is nothing wrong with
conceiving of a wall and executing fragments in practice."47

The Committee of Territorial Defense (CDT) had begun its work in
1922. The military established a Committee of Frontier Defense (CDF) in

1925. In 1927, yet another body, the Committee of Fortified Regions

(CORF) focused on the planning and construction of permanent

fortification on key segments of the French border. A narrative of the
conceptual and practical shifts in French military defense policy in this

period can be traced in the successive names of these three decisionmaking groups. With each change in vocabulary, from the consideration
of territoire (territory) in general, to a focus on the nation's frontieres
(borders), to the fortification of specific regions (regions) as a privileged
defensive system in preparation for the "next war," French military
strategy became more focused, emphasizing specific regions or parts of
the nation rather than the "whole of France." The move from the very
general term "territory" to a focus on particular fortified regions (with
special emphasis on the eastern border with Germany) had not been a
simple one, however. French military officials had debated every aspect
of the question of defense during these years, from the need to build
fortifications at all, to the relationship between France's political and
military borders, to the comparative effectiveness of troops stationed in
fixed installations versus more mobile and aggressive strategies (tanks,
airplanes, etc.).48
In December 1929, the French Chamber of Deputies debated at length

the issue of the defensive organization of the border. The central
question for the political representatives assembled was a financial one:

the endorsement of proposed military expenditures for building a
system of fortifications along the border, particularly the northeastern
border with Germany deemed most vulnerable to invasion in the "next

war." Throughout this debate on the military budget for 1930,
representatives raised different questions about fortification and the
defense of the border as military strategies. The Radical Republican
46. Ibid.

47. Ibid., p. 4.
48. The most famous advocate of a mechanized, mobile and professional fighting force
during this period was Charles de Gaulle. See his Vers une arinee de metier (Paris, 1934).
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Edouard Daladier expressed his concern that "victorious
France . . . [was] impos[ing] upon itself military expenditures equal to,
and for many years, superior to those of France menaced by the most

formidable of invasions which came to assail it during its tragic and
tormented history/'49 At the same time, Daladier and others recognized
that it was critical to prevent "not only the plague of war" in the future,
"but the even more fearsome plague of a war of invasion."50 Ultimately,
the imperative to protect French territory and prevent a future invasion
transcended political differences between representatives. Even socialists

such as Pierre Cathala, made an important distinction between "the
preparation of war" and the "preservation from war through the
preparation of national defense" that was "the condition of survival" of

the nation.51

When the Minister of War, Andre Maginot, spoke on behalf of his
plans, he insisted that the strategies he proposed were both practical and
realistic. Maginot referred to the idea of "Fortress France," underlining

the impossibility of "hav[ing] permanent defensive structures
everywhere, as some would have liked." Continuous fortification of the

nation's borders was not only "too costly," but unreasonable. Maginot
dismissed the ideal, stating firmly, "even out of concern for effective
security, no one could entertain the idea of building a sort of wall of
France all along our borders."52 The continued denial of the abstraction
was, however, testimony to its imaginative power. In military, political,
and popular representations of security and territory, "Fortress France"
appeared again and again as the perceived antidote to the deep-seated
fear of invasion and the imperative to prevent its devastating
consequences in the future.
Despite disclaimers and adjustments to the initial plans, the metaphor

of "Fortress France," an exaggeration of the fortifications' strength,
remained an important part of the military imagination and the rhetoric
employed in characterization of its system of defense both within and
beyond military circles. Time and again, representations of the Maginot

Line depicted the system as if it shielded all of France, its confident
slogan "lis ne passeront pas " ("They shall not pass"), echoing the 1916
Battle of Verdun, an episode that represented like no other the defense of
49. Journal Officiel (JO), Chambre, Debats parlementaires, (10 December 1929), p. 4199.

50. Ibid., p. 4200.
51. Ibid., p. 4205.

52. Ibid., p. 4235.
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French soil against a foreign enemy. The "Maginot Line" became the
"Great Wall of France," seeming to protect the whole country from
invasion as it purported to seal off the most vulnerable part of the border

from German attack.

In 1940, shortly before the French defeat, the Commander-in-Chief of

the French Ground Forces sent a memo to the Minister of

Communication entitled "Facts and Figures Regarding th
Line."53 The memo outlined the "nine years of construction
enabled the erection of a protective barrier at the border." It

existence of "a line of fire without lacunae as an effective obstacle." The

memo attributed the successful blockade of German aggression since the
beginning of this latest war to the "existence of this Wall of France,"
characterizing the strength of the system in the same hyperbolic terms as

the imagined "Great Wall" and "Fortress France" that it had come to
represent. The slippage between these fantastic projections and the

actual fortifications located in this sector of the border recurred

throughout this eleventh-hour praise of the line as "a coherent system, o
formidable strength, that covered our borders on the eve of the conflict

In its final words, the memo gestured, once again, to the ideal of t
"Great Wall," declaring, even at that late date, "France is unceasingl

perfecting the rampart; the work continues."54 It was a ringin

endorsement of the fortifications not long before their capitulation.

Total Vulnerability

During the 1929 debate in the Chamber of Deputies, one
representative emphasized the difference between a defensive system
conceived as a line and "a large country, the whole of France that [was]
threatened with invasion." "[W]ithin this France," he pointed out, " a
whole series of vital points . . . will be threatened and destroyed by aerial

attacks."55 Massive fortification appeared to some observers to be an
unsuitable strategy because it did not cover all of the vulnerable points

on the border. This raised the issue of the circumvention of fortifications

on the ground. The idea that the "next war" might be waged in the air

53. "Faits et chiffres congernant la ligne Maginot/' Commandement en Chef des Forces
Terrestres & M. le Ministre de Information (Bureau Militaire) re: l'6ffort frangais sur terre
depuis le debut de la guerre (1940), SHAT 27N/67/1.

54. Ibid., pp. 3-4.
55. /O, chamber, Debats parlementaires (10 December 1929), p. 4227.
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challenged the idea of protecting the "whole of France" in even more
profound ways.

Deputy Pierre Cathala expressed his worry explicitly: "I have the
feeling that at the present time, the battle we are preparing is the one that
we have just waged during the war of 1914-18."56 Fortification seemed to
Cathala to belong to "the school of war . . . the study of the facts of the

past." Warning his colleagues against "the preparation of chemical
warfare that is, for Germany, the secret and veritable formula for the
struggle of the future," Cathala insisted "in reality, the life of the army
should be oriented towards the future, given that its main objective is the
preparation of national defense for future conflicts."57 While the battles
of World War I were necessarily a point of reference in preparation for

the "next war," the challenge for the nation's political and military
leaders lay in preventing their experiences from overwhelming their
abilities to anticipate the future.
Other representatives shared Cathala' s concern. Addressing Maginot
directly, Deputy Pierre Cot asked: "Are you sure of your concrete Mr.

War Minister?"58 Cot questioned the defensive organization of the
border, pointing to the existence of other routes of invasion besides those
"secured" by the proposed fortifications on the border with Germany.

Deputy Alexis Callies pointed to the "flagrant contradiction" of

concentrating on fortification in preparation for "the war of tomorrow"

when it had become clear "that in the future and perhaps as of right
now, we can transport troops and material using huge airplanes and
that, as a consequence, the defensive organization of our borders is

useless."59

The following year, in the introduction to his study, Le Danger aerien
et Vavenir du pays (The Aerial Threat and the Future of the Nation), the
French Lieutenant-Colonel Arsene Vauthier declared that modern

"aviation called into question the notion of the border" altogeth
According to Vauthier, before the possibilities of air travel, nat
defense had been dependent on the protection and security of
physical border between the nation and other countries, including
56. Ibid., p. 4208.
57. Ibid., p. 4206.
58. Ibid., p. 4219.
59. Ibid., p. 4216.

60. Lieutenant-Colonel Ars&ne Vauthier, Le Danger aerien et Vavenir du pays
1930), p. ix.
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natural boundaries of water, mountains, forests, etc. As long as battles
had remained fixed to the ground and sea, the core of national defense
rested on protecting borderlands and coasts. The threatening promise of

aviation demanded a new spatial understanding of "the entire region
exposed to the assault of enemy aircraft as an aerial border/'61 Vauthier
lamented what he perceived as the neglect of the aerial threat in France
relative to other European countries, insisting that the possibility of air
attack should be an important concern for the entire French population,

well beyond the military. Aside from the importance of military
strategies and measures to cope with the threat, civil defense on the part

of the French population would be crucial in the "next war." The
possibilities of the air war of the future represented a danger to the
country as a whole.
In the preface to Vauthier's book, Marshal Lyautey urged readers to
pay attention to Vauthier's analysis of "the worrying unknown of the
war of the future," pointing out that the threat of aerial warfare "[w]as
the only true novelty of the last European war."62 Vauthier warned that

aerial attacks could seize the nation suddenly, that "peace could end
abruptly, even without a period of political tension."63 He worried that
France was not "ready ... to see enemy planes, carrying one or two tons
of payload or more ... set fire to Paris, Lyon, Rouen, Lille, Nancy, Reims,

and Troyes and inundate them with noxious gases and explosives."
Insisting, "the entire future of the country is at stake," Vauthier
predicted: "the entire civil population will be placed abruptly on the
warfront, despite the efforts of ground army troops, despite all obstacles

and all fortifications."64

Just as it had become the focal point of military fortification, the
northeastern border of France figured as the principal point of departure
for the hypothetical aerial attacks Vauthier anticipated.65 Using this point
of origin, it was possible to calculate the times of night when different

targets within France's borders would be attacked 66 In a series of
illustrations, Vauthier showed that aviation brought with it a whole new
61. Ibid., p. x.
62. Marshal Lyautey's preface to Vauthier, ibid., p. vii.

63. Ibid., p. 53.
64. Ibid., p. 72.
65. Ibid., pp. 15-16.
66. Ibid., p. 18.
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spatial configuration in which the frontiere, no longer "a line/' would

now have to be understood as "a surface/'67 Given that the threat of

aerial attack rendered it impossible to maintain a warfront on the
traditional borders of France, the second part of Vauthier's study focused

entirely on preparation of the inside, rather than the outline of the
nation. The Lieutenant-Colonel underlined the importance of equipping

cities within France's borders with anti-aircraft weaponry, as well as
preparing forms of passive defense, such as shelters, that would protect
the civilian population from bombardment.
Other observers in the interwar years reiterated Vauthier's concerns.
In 1936, the French Colonel Albert Grasset warned readers of La Petite
Illustration (a supplement to the weekly magazine Illustration) that "all of
[France's] territory" would be "exposed to foreign aerial attack" in the

"next war."68 Military analyst Paul Benazet also expressed his concern
that France was not adequately prepared for the future. In his 1938
study, Defense nationale: Notre securite (National defense: our security ),
Benazet lamented the fact that, while France had, in the past, occupied
the number one position in terms of aerial force, the failure to keep up
with recent technological advances meant that much French equipment
had become outmoded.69 According to Benazet, French inferiority in this

regard reflected more than budgetary concerns or a weak birthrate.
French factories had not been sufficiently modernized to build up-todate aircraft, in Benazet' s assessment. While he appreciated the value of

land fortifications, he warned that such installations "only defend us
against one form of sudden attack."70
The idea that the fortification of the nation's borders offered only one,
extremely limited form of protection found its way from the debates of

generals, political leaders, and military experts to a broader popular
culture in France in the interwar years. In 1931, the French weekly Vu

published a special issue on "La Prochaine guerre" ("The Next War"), a
panorama of the dangers of aerial warfare 71 The magazine included

articles by experts such as Vauthier, as well as fictional accounts

anticipating the outbreak of a future conflict beginning in 1932, 1936, or
67. Vauthier, pp. ix-x.
68. Colonel A. Grasset, "Ou en est la security nationale?" in L'Europe en armes, a special
issue of La Petite Illustration (19 December 1936): 7.
69. Paul Benazet, Defense nationale: Notre securite (Paris, 1938), p. 64.
70. Ibid.

71. "La Prochaine guerre," special issue of Vu, no. 152 (11 February 1931).
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later. In photographs and photo-collages that were playful, but ominous,
the "next war" represented in Vu's pages was one in which "the whole

of France" was completely vulnerable. If a future war could strike
suddenly at the heart of the nation, as Vauthier had warned, systems of
fortification and boundaries like the political borders of France would be
virtually irrelevant. The "whole of France" would, as Vauthier predicted,
be transformed into a war zone. The images in the magazine emphasized
the transformation of civilian life, depicting invasion not as an intrusion
or violation of the edges of French territory, but as a total occupation and
transformation of all the activities and spaces of national life. Featuring

masks and protective clothing, these "scenes from the war of the

future"- mothers with their children, a woman and man "flirting" in a
typical French living room, a meeting of administrators, and even a local
beauty parlor - were scenes in which the targets of military attack had

become most immediate.

On the opposite end of the spectrum of defense from a "Fortress
France" that sealed the nation at the border and protected its body as a

whole, stood the intimacy of the gas mask, a barrier to protect the
individual body of each French citizen. The gas mask was a defense
against a form of invasion in which existing definitions of the fron tiere - a

"strip of land," a line of "demarcation," and a "defensive barrier" seemed obsolete. This was a genre of attack so insidious that it would
defy traditional definitions of the space, territory, and targets of war. The

gas mask figured as the central icon of threat and "passive defense" in
visions of a war that would strike swiftly at the core of the nation and the

lives of all of its citizens.

The Nation's Bodies

It was difficult indeed to represent the nation as a whole in th

interwar years. Military strategists had tried to isolate the "next war,"
seal up the borders of the nation in order to protect its "body" into t

future. But new technologies and weapons had complicated the

definitions of the frontiere, generating territorial and corporeal analogies

and metonymies that ricocheted throughout the discourses (both
military and civilian) of security and defense in the interwar years.
In the summer of 1939, just a few months before France entered the

war against Germany, a range of publications alerted the French
population to the methods and strategies of "passive defense." The
popular weekly Illustration , for example, published an entire issue of La
Petite Illustration , devoted to "La Defense passive " ("Passive Defense").
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Throughout its pages, the French population could learn about the

possibilities of air and gas attack, including instructions for responding

to potential war emergencies. Illustrations depicted possible attack
scenarios and offered strategies for dealing with the effects of gas
(wearing protective gear, closing windows, and seeking refuge in

underground shelters). The movie house, the family home, the school,
and the factory - all of these sites would become points of defense in a
nation at war.72 The image on the cover of "Passive Defense" (see figure
1) exemplified the challenge of defining the nation and its security in
territorial terms, including competing versions of the "whole of France"

in the interwar years: a single figure, equipped with a gas mask and

protective clothing- the new face of war - took up most of the space of
the outline of the French nation. Both of these bodies were targets, front
and territories to be protected and defended.
The significance of using a single French body "entirely" protected to
stand for the "whole of France" went beyond linking the threats of aeria
and gas attack to the problem of the nation's frontiere. As the work of
Karen Offen, Elinor Accampo, and others has shown, the idea that the
strength and vitality of the national body depended upon the strength

and vitality of its individual citizen bodies had appeared in French

political discourse and pronatalist propaganda since the French defeat in
Franco-Prussian War.73 A low French birthrate, combined with the

unprecedented loss of life between 1914 and 1918, increased
exponentially existing French anxieties about depopulation and national
weakness. The connection between the nation's bodies and the national

body was linked in important ways to the ideologies of gender and race
following World War I. Fears about a declining citizen body contributed

to concern over the breakdown of traditional gender roles and the

potential impact of immigration (European and non) on the racial makeup of the French population 74
72. Robert Chenevier, "La Defense passive/' a special issue of La Petite Illustration (15
July 1939).

73. See Karen Offen, "Depopulation, Nationalism and Feminism in Fin-de-si£cle

France" in American Historical Review 89 (1984): 648-70; Elinor Accampo, "The Gendered
Nature of Contraception in France: Neo-Malthusianism in France, 1900-1920," The Journal of
Interdisciplinary History 34, no. 2 (Autumn 2003): 235-62.

74. On the impact of the war on French gender ideology, see Mary Louise Roberts,
Civilization Without Sexes: Reconstructing Gender in Postwar France , 1917-1927 (Chicago,
1994). On the specificity of the racial question, see Elisa Camiscioli, "Producing Citizens,

Reproducing the 'French Race': Immigration, Demography, and Pronatalism in Early
Twentieth-Century France," Gender and History 13, no. 3 (November 2001): 593-621.
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The population problem was, inevitably, a matter of serious military
concern. In 1922, General Hellot of the CSG had pointed to a particular
French demographic inadequacy that rendered fortification a military
necessity. Like many of his colleagues, Hellot underlined the imperative
to "do everything possible to keep the enemy from violating [French]
national territory, exploiting its resources, destroying its riches, letting

terror reign in the hearts of its people." According to Hellot,

"Fortifications allow us to save our forces along one part of the front."
This "savings" was particularly important "for a nation in a situation like

France's vis-a-vis Germany." Hellot claimed the ratio of French to
German forces to be "2:3," noting, "demographic trends in the two
countries do not encourage us to hope, unfortunately, that this situation
will improve in the future." It was therefore essential "to call upon the
resources of fortification to increase [France's] chances" of surviving and
winning the "next war."75
A number of military strategists conceived of permanent fortification
as both "a valuable resource [that] enables the economy of men" and "a
financial sacrifice that must be made to compensate for the weakness of
our national birth rate."76 The construction of fortifications on the border

represented the protection of the French population and of soldiers'
lives. It was a strategy congruent with the refusal to revisit the slaughter
and brutality of the last war by replacing bodies with concrete in the

"next war." The pacifist impulse that had emerged after World War I
included proposals to reduce the length of military service in France in
keeping with the peace, and a larger imperative to prevent future loss of

life on the scale that had been witnessed between 1914 and 1918.77 At the

same time, the officials of the CSG acknowledged that fortification
represented compensation for a lack of prepared, fighting bodies in the
first place.

An important aim of the system the military constructed was the
protection of troops from contact with enemy fire. Bodies, however, were
essential to the nation and the "next war" would not be possible without
them. In a report submitted to the CSG in 1923, General Guillaumat had
warned it was a mistake to let loose the notion "that a material system of

75. General Hellot, "Note sur l'organisation defensive des frontiers, R£ponse k la D.M.
no. 913, 3 novembre au 19 decembre 1921" (20 January 1922), SHAT lN/50/2/#399.

76. "Rapport au Ministre sur rorganisation defensive des frontteres," (6 November
1926); SHAT C. 1N/28/D8, ptece 2b, p. 3.
77. See Hughes, To the Maginot Line.
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any kind might be substituted for the hard work and preparation of
soldiers."78 Marshal Foch had also expressed his concern, noting, "the
defense plan of a country could not be based on fortification, inert matter

that is only worth the troops stationed there."79 At the same time,
however, depictions of the Maginot Line emphasized concrete over
soldiers, underlining its role as protection in the "next war." In 1923,

Lieutenant-Colonel Chauvineau reiterated the problem of French

numbers concluding that "only permanent fortification c[ould] prevent
disaster."80 "[AJlong a permanent front," Chauvineau argued, "it is not
the fortification, but the soldier who should be held in reserve.

Fortifications should oppose the brunt of initial enemy attack."
Chauvineau went as far as suggesting that the soldier "w[ould] be
virtually a spectator of the battle between enemy fire and concrete."81
Fortification in general, and the Maginot Line in particular, had virtually
supplanted the poilu (a colloquial term meaning "hairy" used to refer to
the average soldier during World War I) as the central icon of French
military strength and resistance.
In 1927, General Maurin of the CSG cautioned his colleagues not to
"forget that the continuity of a fortified front was a fatal obligationOnly this continuity, given the relative weakness of our numbers, can
withstand the blow of armies much more numerous than our own."82

Filloneau suggested that by pitting concrete against the "exposed
assailant . . . many soldiers and human lives can be saved." Filloneau's
elaboration of the advantages of fortification implied that the

installations held possibilities that rendered them even more useful than
the troops stationed there. He emphasized that concrete fortification was

"constantly ready [s]ince it has been constructed during peace time."
Unlike the living soldier, fortification held an "immediate usefulness
given its firepower . . . the trench and surrounding system [would] be
useful to it, but not indispensable."83 According to Filloneau, the new
78. General Guillaumat, "Rapport soumise au CSG," (27 March 1923), SHAT C

IN/51/ D2.

79. "Proc£s verbal de la seance du CSG" (17 May 1920), SHAT 1N27/D1, p. 3.

80. Lieutenant-Colonel Chauvineau, Etude sur la fortification permanente dans la defense
desfrontieres (October 1923), SHAT 7N/3780/5, p. 18.

81. Ibid., pp. 13-14.
82. "Proems verbal de la seance du CSG" (12 October 192 7), SHAT IN/29/ 4/ 8, p. 26.

83. "Note lue par le General Filloneau devant le CSG" (4 July 192 7), SHAT C

1N/29/D3/ #14.
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system of defense was one in which "permanent fortification becomes

the principal instrument used in battle/'84 Fortification had would
replace the traditional soldier to a certain extent, not only to preserve his
life, but because concrete could provide a better system of defense than
one comprised of bodies.

The perceived relationship between a weak French population and
the fortification of the nation that appeared in military discussions also
found expression in pronatalist representations of the failure of French
families to protect France through reproduction. The March 1939 issue of
Natalite, the official organ of the Alliance nationale contre la depopulation

(National Alliance Against Depopulation) included a pamphlet that
illustrated yet another perspective on the French frontiere (see figure 2).
Entitled "La denatalite, c'est l'effondrement de la defense nationale"

("Depopulation leads to the collapse of national defense"), the pamphlet
had been sent out to "3000 journalists and writers" in France, as well as
to "all members of parliament." In a first run, the Alliance circulated at
least 42, 000 copies.85

The pamphlet's illustrations included a rather unusual map of the
border region in the northeastern part of France that was, by this time,

the site of the Maginot Line. On this map, the French border with
Germany was divided into a number of sections. The accompanying text
claimed: "If the defense of the border were equally divided among all
families, here is how France would be defended." In the "Sector of large
families," with five or more children, a "numerical superiority" would
ensure the "victorious counter-attack of our troops." In the "Sector of
middle-size families" with three or four children, there would be
"sufficient troops; the enemy would not pass." In the "Sector of families
with one or two children, however, "Our troops would be crushed . . .
the Maginot Line would be pierced quickly." And finally, in the "Sector
of homes without children," not recognized as "families," "the German
army would flood into France across our empty trenches."86

84. Ibid., p. 9.

85. The pamphlet, "La denatalite, c'est l'effondrement de la defense nationale" was
issued by the Alliance nationale contre la depopulation in March 1939 as no. 24 of its
publication "Natalite," SHAT 7N/2540. The French doctor and demographer Jacques
Berthillon founded the Alliance in 1896. See Andres Horacio Reggiani, "Procreating France:
The Politics of Demography, 1919-1945," French Historical Studies 19, no. 3 (Spring 1996):

725-54.

86. Alliance nationale contre la depopulation, "La denatalite . . . p. 2.
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The pronatalist mapping of population as fortification placed every
French family on what seemed the most likely front of a future war. In
the interwar years, the superimposition of what appeared to be worrying

statistics on French family size and reproduction, laid out as a

discontinuous, flawed system of fortification against outside attack,
served as a compelling emblem of panic. The frontiere had become the
practical and symbolic focus of French territorial security. Using the
trope of the fortification of the Franco-German border to represent the

nation "under defended" by low rates of reproduction, pronatalist
propaganda traded on the obsession with absolute territorial integrity
and inviolability that had been the focus of French military, political, and

cultural attention since the end of World War I.

The Alliance's map depicting the frontiere contorted the metonymic
identification of the northeastern border with "whole of France" in yet
another way: in this case, the inadequacies of the population of France as

a whole could be visualized most effectively by representing this
national weakness and military insecurity in terms of the penetration of

the part of the border that represented, simultaneously, the nation's

vulnerability (as a historic route of invasion) and its alleged

impregnability (as the site its most impressive system of fortification). To

suggest that a failure of French families to reproduce adequately
rendered that border insecure not only cut to the quick of anxieties about
whether or not military defense strategies including fortification could
protect the French population; it implied that the nation's protection,

beginning with its borders, depended on the strength of its (civilian)
families. It was the strength of the home rather than the military front

that would determine the fate of France as a whole.
Conclusion

In his 1986 study, L'Identite de la France ( The Identity of France ),

historian Fernand Braudel declared: "The frontiere has devoured t
history of France."87 Braudel was a follower of Lucien Febvre, t

historian whose analysis of the frontiere I examined at the beginning
this essay. Like Febvre, Braudel recognized the significance of territor
and its limits to the history of the French state, its military conflicts a

defeats, and a national identity rooted in soil as well as culture. T

interwar years, as I have argued here, constituted a unique moment in

279.

87. Fernand Braudel, Identite de la France, vol. 1 "Espace et histoire" (Paris, 1986),
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that history, a moment when contests over the very meaning of "the
whole of France" and its defense expressed deep anxieties about the fate
of the nation. While the frontiere may have preoccupied and "devoured"
France's past, some of the imagined configurations of the "next war"
implied that the future might devour the very notion of the frontiere.

In the early months of 1940, the French weekly magazine Match
published a series of reports and images from the front. Understandably
a cause of tremendous fear and anxiety, the war that had begun in 1939

was also the object of popular fascination and a certain degree of
spectacle. Offering civilian readers a glimpse into military life, and
reassuring those at home of the wellbeing of soldiers stationed at the
front, magazines like Match and Illustration contributed to an image of
the French nation sufficiently prepared for battle. Coverage before and
during the war focused on the French troops stationed at the Maginot
Line. From the mobilization on, the French press reported visits to the

Maginot Line by famous personalities depicting daily life in the

underground fortifications. This coverage included Match's own " Noel a
la ligne Maginot ," a special focus on Christmas 1939.
Images of military installations and reports from the Maginot Line
that emphasized "human interest" stories were not the only evidence of
a kind of "frontiere fever" in France in the months before and during

World War II. Advertisers traded on and in the idea of national defense

in their own ways, underlining the themes of territorial strength and
protection. An advertisement for Palmolive shaving cream invoked the
"tagline" of the so-called drole-de-guerre (phoney war): "Rien a signaler "
("Nothing to report").88 While reports from the front used the phrase to
refer to a lack of action in the early months of the war, the Palmolive
advertisement featured three women celebrating "Nothing to report on
his cheeks or his chin!" The surface of a man's skin could be perfectly
smooth, a zone of tranquility analogous to the border of the nation (thus
far) secured and free of bloodshed.
An advertisement for Banania touted the hot beverage as a kind of
"Defense passive pour voire corps " ("Passive defense for your body").
"Overwork, irritation, insomnia, alarms, worries, all of these things risk
compromising your health," it read. "Put your organism in a state of
passive defense."89 Another ad claimed Banania was a vital "D.C.A.," or
88. Advertisement for Palmolive shaving cream in Match (11 April 1940): 4.

89. Advertisement for Banania in Match (19 January 1940): 2. The military theme was

not a new one for Banania. The company had, since 1915, used an illustration of a
Senegalese tirailleur as the face of the brand. On the racial politics of this campaign, see
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" Defense contre Vanemie" ("Defense against anemia").90 Yet another

promised that, while babies were vulnerable, parents could avoid losing
anymore sleep by seeking out "the security" of Nestle's. A baby's body
could become "An impregnable fortress!" steeled against the "countless
enemies . . . watching for the slightest slackening of resistance." Just as
the Maginot Line guarded the nation's frontiere, Nestle could help fortify
individual French babies against attack.
These advertisements all appeared in issues of Match from January
until April 1940. They were neither the first nor the last advertising
images to deploy the theme of military security and defense in France or

elsewhere. Considered in isolation, these examples might be dismissed
as expressions of an obvious and understandable popular preoccupation

with enemies, fronts, and fortification at a time of war. But if we look at

their appropriation of military vocabulary and imagery as part of a

broader French cultural fixation on the frontiere and its protection, these
popular images take on a much deeper significance. Indeed, they become

cultural artifacts of a very specific moment in the history of the
representation of the space and bodies of the nation in France. The
emphasis in these ads on the surface and strength of the civilian body,
from the nourishment of healthy babies, to the iron levels of fortified
adults, echoed the military debates and strategies intended to guard the
nation and its borders in the inter war years.

These images and slogans also revealed an intricate set of connections

between physical and cultural entities that had become inextricably

linked by 1940: the territory of the human body and the territory of the
nation. The protection of the vulnerable civilian body was crucial to the

discussion and representation of possible future military attacks on
French soldiers and civilians. The metaphoric relationship between the

individual and national body expressed anxiety about new forms of

warfare that could render every piece of national territory - and even
every single body in the nation - a possible front of the "next war." One

could only hope that those fronts remain, as Palmolive promised,

unbroken surfaces, with "nothing to report." Finally, the fortification of
civilian babies in particular was an image that exploited historic anxieties

about natality and national strength in France. Military and politica
officials, as well as pronatalists, had already identified the weakness of
Leora Auslander and Thomas C. Holt, "Sambo in Paris: Race and Racism in the
Iconography of the Everyday" in The Color of Liberty: Histories of Race in France, ed. Susan
Peabody and Tyler Stovall (Raleigh, NC, 2002), pp. 147-76.

90. Advertisment for Banania in Match (28 March 1940): 8.
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the French population in numerical terms as a crucial military
disadvantage in the planning and preparation for war. The use of
military phrases in advertisements for everyday products may have been
intended only as playful metaphor. Nonetheless, their cheerful promises
of calm, resistance, and strength bore the traces of real fears and anxieties

that had plagued the interwar years: borders could be multiple and
unstable, the fortified system protecting the nation could only ever be
partial, and every French civilian body had become, at least potentially, a
genuine military target.
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Figure 1. Cover image, "La Defense Passive/7 special issue of La Petite
Illustration (15 July 1939).
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Figure 2. "La denatalite, c'est l'effondrement de la defense nationale,"
Natalite 24 (March 1939) published by the Alliance nationale contre la
depopulation. Courtesy of the Service historique de l'armee de terre
(SHAT), Vincennes, France.
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